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G12 Universe.without ‘dark’ mass/matter and without ‘dark’ energy. apb.uiterwijkwinkel.November.2019.DK 

4th December 2019 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu 

 

 

MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE: 

-) WITHOUT ‘DARK’ MASS / MATTER, 

-) WITHOUT ‘DARK’ ENERGY 
 

PROBLEMS WITH ‘DARK’ MATERIAL AND ‘DARK’ ENERGY RESOLVED! 

 

*0) FOREWORD: 

In 2019, the mass / matter and energy balances of the universe show enormous deficits: mass / 

matter (± 70%) and energy (± 95%). Much fundamental scientific research is being done to 

explain these shortages. Scientists have prepared mathematical descriptions of a universe 

without ‘dark mass / matter’ and ‘dark energy.’  

Unfortunately, models without prior general physical, chemical and nuclear physics analyzes 

how the universe actually functions as a whole and how it changes over time. These models 

are mostly based on pure mathematical assumptions. The universe however is much more! 

 

These purely mathematical models that explain ‘dark mass / matter’ and ‘dark energy’ in the 

universe, are doomed to fail. First, model builders have to prepare a qualitative physical, 

chemical and nuclear analysis of the universe and its cycle as described by the author in his 

Documents G7 (English) 255 p and G8 125 p. If such a qualitative descriptive model 

succeeds, then this model can be converted into a mathematical model. With that 

mathematical model, the universe and its cycle can be qualified as well as quantified from 

start to finish. 

The author presents this analysis in Document G12 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu .  

This document proposes solutions which explain the cause of the current gigantic deficiencies 

in mass / matter and energy, both physically and spatially. 

 

In Documents G7 and G8 English the author describes the energy-neutral cycle of the 

universe that the universe goes through endlessly, in 29 steps and during a period of 2 - 3 

trillion (1012) years; possibly even much more. Each cycle is equal to all previous cycles as 

well as all cycles which  the universe will go through in the future. This cycle of the universe 

is without any form of ‘dark’ mass / matter and without any ‘dark’ energy! 

 

Based on the above documents, a mathematical quantum model of the universe can be worked 

out with the complete energy-neutral cycle of 29 steps. This mathematical model, based on 

Documents G7 and G8, describes both the entire past as well the entire future of the universe 

from the very first to the very last second. With this model, the universe and its cycle can, in 

principle, be filled in completely quantitatively from the first to the last second! 

With the overall mathematical model, the shortages of mass / matter and of energy are also 

filled in quantitatively. All the balance sheets of the universe can be completely corrected. 

  

Thanks to: 

*)     Franklin Roos for his critical comments and advice, 

**)   Adarshi Yadava for the beautiful figures in Documents G8 and G12 

***) Copyright A6 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu. 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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*1) GENERAL INTRODUCTION: 

Currently, 2019, almost all astronomers, astrophysicists and scientists assume a universe that 

started 13.8 billion years ago from a singularity and through one superhot Big Bang.  

Afterwards, the first expansion of that universe occurred inflationary at speeds >> than the 

speed of light c.  

This Big Bang theory is approximately 70 years old. Science and literature still have not given 

any clear interpretation of: 1) what preceded that singularity, 2) why that singularity exploded 

and 3) what exactly happened at that moment and 4) in the period afterwards .  

Not only the start of the universe has been clearly defined, but also the first 380 thousand 

years of the universe after that Big Bang. This period is literally and figuratively still 

shrouded in ‘darkness!’  

 

-) Can we see / observe the entire universe?: 

Currently, a maximum of 13.8 billion lightyears of space and time of the universe can mostly 

be seen / observed through electromagnetic forms of radiation. This kind of radiation is 

always subject to minimal deflection in space due to the presence of extremely low 

concentrations of super cold hydrogen, helium ‘gas’ / and lithium particles / ions. 

Due to Einstein’s E = mc2 this EM and particle radiation can also be transformed back into 

protons, electrons and new hydrogen. Thus the radiation connected information will 

disappear! Can we look back into space and time far enough through electromagnetic 

radiation to obtain clarity about the start of the universe and the entire history from its origin 

as well about the full form, size and space of the universe? Is it possible that the universe is 

much older? Does this universe extend much further than we can technically perceive in 2019 

with our splendid, high-tech, scientific instruments?  

 

a) When light and infra-red radiation and cosmic particle radiation disappear by 

transformation in new matter like protons / electrons, the universe could be (much) older. 

That case we can only observe 13.8 billion lightyears of space / time and history of the 

universe through the current electromagnetic (EM) and gravitational techniques. 

 

b) If light, infra-red and particle radiation are minimally deflected by gases such as hydrogen, 

helium and lithium ions during billions of years. That case the space of the universe can be 

very different in shape and seize than is currently being observed and interpreted from Earth. 
 

-) Transforming radiation into matter; the ‘event’-horizon is limited:  

The electromagnetic information and particle radiation can disappear if the radiation and 

particle radiation is converted via Einstein's E = mc2 into new matter such as protons, 

electrons, hydrogen and ultimately result in new stars. Document F1c + figures 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu .  See Figure 77 Document G8. 

That case, the current observation / ‘event’-horizon is technically, spatially and in time limited 

to only 13.8 billion lightyears. Through EM radiation, it is simply impossible to look further 

back into time and space! The universe could be much older and could extend much further 

than 13,8 billion lightyears away what we can technically observe now! 

 

 

  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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*2) PROBLEM DEFINITION: 

1) Seen from the earth, the deep universe on all sides is uniform in shape and structure. 

Visually, the earth appears to be at the center of this (rapidly expanding) universe. Of course 

that cannot be true if the universe started from one point!  

By scientific research we know that the universe is completely flat locally! Only possible if 

the universe has the macroform of a gigantic spherical shell / balloon with just one center C. 

 

2) Starting at the Big Bang theory and the uniform expansion on all sides from one point, 

center C of the universe, then the universe should have the form of a thin universe-spherical-

shell / USS now everywhere uniformly occupied by billions of galaxies. This universe-

spherical-shell must expand everywhere at the same speed relative to center C. Figures 36a 

and 36d Document G8. Looking back in time we observe an ever increasing expansion speed 

/redshift. 

 

In the USS gravity continues to slow down the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell 

relative to C. Due to gravity, the slowing down of the expansion of the universe / universe-

spherical-shell will come to an end in approximately 350 - 450 billion (109) years.  

The energy released during the deceleration of the universe-spherical-shell is converted into 

rotational movements of all galaxies and stars present therein. In time all galaxies and their 

central blackholes will rotate around their own axis faster and faster. 

 

3) The hollow inner space of the universe-spherical-shell contains no form of matter (no 

elementary particles, quarks, cosmic rays, protons, electron atoms / molecules). This inner 

space is an absolute 100% vacuum! Can electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation pass / 

penetrate such an absolute vacuum? Or is such an absolutely 100% vacuum an impregnable 

barrier for all forms of EM and all forms of particle / cosmic radiation?  

Does this also apply to the absolute vacuum in the outer space of the universe as well? Is there 

anything that can pass through these absolute 100% vacuum spaces on either side of the USS? 

 

4) Can EM and particle radiation only bridge the virtual vacuum space of the universe-

spherical-shell as long as minute concentrations of hydrogen, helium and lithium are present 

which serve as ‘conduction’ and transport medium / ‘ether’ for all these forms of radiation? If 

so, these forms of radiation can only move through the universe-spherical-shell / USS! 

The universe, as observed by Science on Earth, then largely consists of projections of virtual 

images that are supplied from the universe-spherical-shell! This idea might be a shocking 

revelation in the world of Science! For the author is was! 

 

5) Through the Big Bang theory there can be no question of a universe that is uniform in form 

and structure as we now perceive and interpret it! Visually, we do not observe a universe-

spherical-shell! The observed universe is very different in form and structure than what it 

really is. During billions of years, hydrogen, helium and lithium in the universe-spherical-

shell bend all EM and cosmic particle radiation to the virtual images we now receive? The 

universe is visually ugly and tricky! 

 

6) Currently, Science and scientific literature do not recognize one center C of the universe. 

Therefore they also ignore: a) gravitational energy in the USS relative to center C and b) 

different forms of gravitational energy within the universe-spherical-shell itself! Until 2019, 

these forms of gravitational energy were incorrectly missing in the energy balances of the 

universe! 
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7) Seen from the Earth, the universe at the edges seems to expand faster and faster. This can 

be deduced from the ever-increasing redshift of galaxies in the universe as these galaxies are 

farther away from Earth (Hubble). Is this phenomena an explainable optical illusions?  

 

8) The apparent ever-increasing and accelerating expansion of the universe (Hubble) take 

place despite the presence of gravity in the universe / USS. Based on this, the ever-increasing 

redshift is extremely strange! The driving force behind this apparent accelerating expansion of 

the universe is not clear and is now often referred to as ‘dark’ energy in Science. 

(Incidentally, such an accelerating and expanding universe is entirely in accordance with a 

universe in the form of an decreasing expanding universe-spherical-shell due to gravity! Than 

looking back in time through the USS the expansion increases! Figures 36d and 36e 

Document G8). 

 

9) All galaxies rotate much faster than what is possible around their axes based on the Big 

Bang theory and a lifespan of 13.8 billion years. In Science the cause of the rapid rotation has 

not been explained. To keep the matter together, these systems must contain extra matter or 

may be extra gravity! That matter / gravity has not yet been found and is referred to as ‘dark’ 

mass / matter. 

 

10) In 2019, the current mass / matter balance and the energy balance of the universe are 

totally incomplete. On the balance sheets, Science is confronted with an enormous, 

inexplicable, lack of mass / matter (± 70%) and even with a larger lack of energy (± 95%). 

These are frustrating large deficits! (Explainable in case we only observe a small part of the 

entire universe / USS!) 

 

11) For decades Science has been searching intensively for plausible explanations for the 

cause of these enormous shortages. In order to get the mass / matter and energy balances 

right, the visible universe should contain:  

a) a lot of ‘dark’, but not yet observed mass / matter up until now, and 

b) there should be an extreme amount of ‘dark’ energy. 

Worldwide, high-tech equipment is used to search for this ‘dark’ stuff , but up to now,  

without concrete result or success. (In Science nobody indicates or suggests a just partly 

visible universe in combination with a much greater invisible universe!) 

 

12) These enormous shortages, unfortunately, have also resulted in all kinds of ‘wild’ 

scientific possibilities and solutions / ‘fantasies’ that partly have now been accepted in 

Science. 

 

13) For the author these deficits indicate a much older and much larger now invisible universe 

as well as a universe with a different form and size. 
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* 3) PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT: 

Document G12 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu aims: 

 

1) To provide plausible explanations, solutions and interpretations for the problem of both: 

 a) ‘dark’ mass / matter, b) ‘dark’ energy, c) macro-structure of the universe and d) spacetime. 

 

2) To persuade Science to work out as soon as possible a mathematical (quantum) model of 

the universe and its endless ongoing energy-neutral cycle. Documents G7 & G8 English. 

Such a mathematical model will describe the universe and its cycle quantitatively from the 

first to the last second and the preconditions thereof. 

 

3) The aim of the mathematical (quantum) model is to describe the universe and its cycle both 

qualitatively and quantitatively in terms of the minimum required and maximum allowed  

quantity of: a) mass / matter, b) kinetic energy, c) minimum / maximum space relative center 

C + related gravitational energy and d) minimum / maximum duration of one cycle of the 

universe.  

 

4) On the basis of such a mathematical model, a fully qualitative and quantitative picture of 

the universe can be sketched for any given moment during the whole cycle. 

 

5) For all astronomers and astrophysicists, this mathematical model would be an essential 

basic daily usable tool: 

a) to understand how the universe functions and  

b) to compare and test their research data obtained from the universe. 
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* 4) QUESTIONS:  

The following questions are justified: 

 

a) If the universe started uniformly from one point, the center C of the universe, can that  

universe have a different shape than that of a thin universe-spherical-shell / USS?  

If so, then the universe-spherical-shell must be occupied with tens - hundreds of billions of 

galaxies which have extremely low concentrations of hydrogen, helium gas and lithium ions 

of only a few atoms / molecules /cm3 in between the stars.  

Between the galaxies in the USS only extremely low concentrations of pure hydrogen are 

present.  

 

b) Are all matter and kinetic energy in the universe concentrated within this rather thin 

universe-spherical-shell / USS? Is there an absolute (100%) vacuum both inside and outside 

that universe-spherical-shell? 

 

Does the universe then consist of: 

1) a limited absolute 100% vacuum spherical interior with C always exactly in the center? 

  

2) a thin universe-spherical-shell, with a maximum of one galaxy thick, enclosed within it 

all matter and kinetic energy of the universe? and 

 

3) an infinite absolute 100% vacuum in the outer space? 

 

c) With such a universe-spherical-shell and fixed center C, the space and time in the universe 

are then bend perfectly by themselves? Are all matter and kinetic energy in the universe 

always only present within that universe-spherical-shell? Throughout the whole USS the 

linear ongoing / rolling universe clock time (UCT) is always exactly the same? Even inside 

blackholes? 

 

d) Are matter, time and space intimately intertwined with each other and are they always 

perfectly curved in the same way? Do that bending of space and time have any relation with 

Einstein's vision on gravity? 

 

e) Are we looking at planet Earth in the wrong way regarding : a) the shape, space / 

dimensions of the universe and b) the time in the universe (the universe clock time / UCT)? 

 

f) Is the universe structured on a macro scale in a completely different way (as USS?) than 

what we think we perceive and measure through our ultra-modern and highly advanced 

astronomical instruments? 

 

g) Can EM radiation and particle radiation / cosmic radiation enter / penetrate these absolute 

(100%) vacuum spaces that are present both on the inside and on the outside of the thin 

universe-spherical-shell (expanding slower and slower due to gravity)? 

I) If yes, then it is an open universe! In that case the cycle of the universe is not possible!  

    The universe is then one single exclusive phenomenon. 

II) If no, all forms of EM radiation, particle radiation and kinetic energy are forced to stay  

     within this thin universe-spherical-shell! That case the universe / USS is a 100% closed  

     system for all radiation with mass, matter and kinetic energy.  

     Now, the endless ongoing cycle of the universe is possible! 
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h) What are the effects of extremely low concentrations of hydrogen, helium and lithium on 

the orbits of EM radiation and on the orbits of particle radiation over periods of millions - 

billions of years? Do these forms of radiation always continue to move within the universe / 

hydrogen, helium gasses and lithium ions present within the universe-spherical-shell, or can 

these forms of radiation escape to the absolute vacuum inner space and absolute vacuum outer 

space? (Closed universe ↔ open universe for mass, matter and kinetic energy; Figures 74, 

75, 76 and 77 Document G8. 

 

i) Do electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation / cosmic radiation continue to exist 

indefinitely within the universe / universe-spherical-shell? 

 

j) Can these forms of EM, particle and cosmic radiation over a period of 13.8 billion years via 

E = mc2 be transformed into protons, electrons and new hydrogen and new stars? Figure 77 

Document G8. If possible, the current observation / ‘event’-horizon of the universe based on 

EM radiation is technically limited to a maximum of 13.8 billion lightyears! 

 

k) Are forms of non-electromagnetic ‘radiation’ conceivable that can enter and bridge these 

absolute 100% vacuums on either side of the universe-spherical-shell? If so, what physical 

properties do these forms of non-electromagnetic ‘radiation’ have? Do these forms of 

radiation contain mass, matter and kinetic energy. Do these forms of ‘radiation’ continue to 

exist and move on endlessly? Are these non-electromagnetic forms of ‘radiation’ also forced 

to stay within the universe-spherical-shell or not? 

 

l) Can these forms of non-electromagnetic ‘radiation’ be converted into new mass / matter? In 

addition to absorption, are these forms of ‘radiation’ possibly also linked to a maximum age? 

 

m) Are there technical possibilities available with which we can look further back into space 

and time of the universe than the current 13.8 billion lightyears? For example, through these 

forms of non-electromagnetic ‘radiation’? (Currently, 2019, physics, astronomy and Science 

do not recognize these non-electromagnetic forms of ‘radiation’!) 

 

n) Are there any ‘dark’ mass / matter and ‘dark’ energy at all in the universe? In the year 

2019, perhaps forms of mass / matter and / or forms of energy might be overlooked?  

Do we observe the whole universe?  Or just a (small) part of it and thus a small part of space 

and time as well there present mass, matter and kinetic energy?  

 

o) Is there a possibility of enormous quantities of gravitational energy relative to the center C 

of the universe and / or forms of gravitational energy within the universe-spherical-shell? 

 

p) Should the gravitational formulas being used, be adjusted? Are the gravitational formulas 

used by Newton and Einstein consistent with the spherical-shell shape of the universe or 

should these formulas be adjusted accordingly? (With a USS the actual distances through the 

inner space universe are shorter than the distances determined / measured via the USS!) 

 

q) Are we not blinded by these observations? Should the observations of the universe not be 

corrected regarding the direction of own movements of both the emission source and 

movements of the earth in the universe / within the universe-spherical-shell. Should the data 

obtained / corrected therefore not be interpreted in a (very) different way? 

 

In short; the universe causes Science to deal with many fundamental questions! 
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* 5) HYPOTHESES / PRINCIPLES: 

 

a) Space in the universe is inextricably linked to matter / kinetic energy and to the location of 

that matter / energy relative to the fixed origin center C of the universe. Without matter there 

is no space relative to the center C. 

b) Time is also intertwined with matter and space. Time describes the period required to reach 

the place of matter and the trajectory followed by that matter in relation to the original center  

C. 

 

In 2019, Science assumes that the universe started 13.8 billion years ago from a singularity 

and with a superhot Big Bang. With that Big Bang, matter was formed, almost 

instantaneously, via E = mc2, such as protons, electrons and atoms. With atoms space as well 

as gravity was created. After that widely in Science accepted Big Bang theory, the universe 

expanded on all sides evenly relative to the location of that singularity or center C of the 

universe.  

In order to explain the current dimensions of the universe observed, it is assumed that after the 

Big Bang, the material formed and the space of the universe associated with it, have expanded 

inflationary at speeds >> than the speed of light c. (This inflationary expansion of matter and 

associated space however is fundamentally contrary to the theory of relativity!) 

 

 

5.1  THE ULTIMATE CONSEQUENCES OF THE CURRENT AND WIDELY 

ACCEPTED BIG BANG THEORY ARE: 

 

-A) Macro-shaped universe and space; see Figure 36a Document G8: 

 

1) Due to the universally equal and uniform expansion, the universe should have the shape of 

a perfectly huge and thin universe-spherical-shell with a minimum radius of approximately 

3.5 - 4 billion lightyears or more relative to the fixed center C of the universe. This universe /  

universe-spherical-shell, in itself, must be perfectly and spherically curved like a perfectly 

round ‘balloon’ with a relatively thin wall of, currently, one galaxy thin / thick and with C 

always in the center of this balloon! 

 

2) Within this universe-spherical-shell / USS there is an extremely low concentration of pure 

hydrogen between the galaxies. This extremely low amount of hydrogen molecules provides 

an extremely slight deflection in the trajectories of all forms of electromagnetic (EM) 

radiation, particle radiation and all cosmic radiation.  

Within these galaxies, an extremely low concentration mix of hydrogen, helium gases and 

lithium ions are present between the stars. The helium gas and lithium were created at the Big 

Bang and start of all galaxies around 20 - 25 billion (109) years ago. Both H2, He and Li 

ensure a minimal deflection of all forms of EM radiation and all forms of particle radiation / 

cosmic radiation. 

 

3) Both on the inside (inner space of the universe) and on the outside (outer space 

of the universe) of the universe-spherical-shell an absolute (100%) vacuum is present and 

there is no form of matter, particle radiation or EM radiation. Figure 36a Document G8. 
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4) All forms of EM radiation and particle radiation are deflected by the super cold hydrogen, 

helium ‘gas’ and lithium ions in such a way that the radiation can only travel through the 

hydrogen, helium gas and Li ions present in the universe-spherical-shell / USS.  

This results in a 100% closed system of the universe for all mass, matter and kinetic energy 

related forms of radiation! (Figures 77, 77a, 77b and 77c Document G8 English) 

 

5) On Earth, the vacuum spaces on either side of the thin universe-spherical-shell are totally 

dark and not perceptible. As a result of the deflection of light and all other EM radiation 

through hydrogen, helium and lithium, the images of the USS have become projected on the 

dark vacuum spaces on either sides of the USS! 

Seen from Earth both dark 100% vacuum sides are completely filled with virtual images and 

projections (visually) which are supplied by the universe-spherical-shell itself! Figures 36q 

and 36r. 

 

6) These virtual projections are spherically and symmetrically distributed over both original 

dark vacuum spaces. On planet Earth we perceive the universe exclusively through this thin 

universe-spherical-shell and through the virtual ‘movie’ projections! The vacuum inner space 

and vacuum outer space on both sides of the universe-spherical-shell are completely and 

evenly filled with these virtual projections from the USS. The deep universe observed on 

Earth is almost entirely based on virtual images!  Figure 36r. 

 

7) Only images from the Milky Way galaxy and from galaxies at distances < 10 - 20 

 million lightyears can be considered as more or less real. 

 

8) Due to these projections, the Earth seems to be at the center of the universe instead of 

somewhere else in the USS! The universe fools us visually! 

 

9) On Earth, such an absolute vacuum is technically impossible to achieve. It is physically 

impossible to investigate the effects of such an absolute vacuum technically regarding light 

and other EM radiation. Such an absolute vacuum is also completely absent outside the Earth 

as well as inside the Milky Way Galaxy! 

 

10) Given the gigantic radius of the universe / the thin USS of at least 3.5 – 4 billion (and 

probably more) lightyears, the universe-spherical-shell is completely flat both inside and 

outside of the USS. The  thickness of the USS is negligible with respect to the radius of the 

absolutely empty hollow sphere around center C of the universe. 

 

11) This thin universe-spherical-shell expands, currently,  uniformly on all sides at about 450 

km/s relative to center C of the universe and is slowed down by gravity. Figure 36a 

Document G8. 

 

12) The visible universe-spherical-shell currently occupied by many tens of billions of 

galaxies grouped in several millions of similar clusters / facet areas each containing 2 – 4 

thousands of galaxies. This is the biggest astronomical unity in the universe apart from the 

distance sun ↔ Earth.  

The Milky Way and the Earth are inside this universe-spherical-shell in one of the millions of 

similar clusters / facets. 
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13) The author assumes a universe-spherical-shell divided into approximately 4 - 20 million 

identical clusters / facet areas; it could possibly concern fewer clusters. Each cluster / facet is 

currently filled with approximately 2 - 4 thousand galaxies.  

All clusters / facet areas include the same amount of mass, matter and kinetic energy and just 

as much gravitational energy relative to center C and within the universe-spherical-shell 

relative to each other. Figures 36 and 36a Documents G8. 

 

 

-B) All forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation are moving 

      exclusively via pure hydrogen between the galaxies and mix of hydrogen, helium and  

      lithium ‘gas’ which is only present in the galaxies inside the USS: 

 

14) No form of electromagnetic radiation (neutrinos and photons) is capable of moving 

through and penetrating the absolute vacuum spaces present on the inside and the outside of 

the relatively thin universe-spherical-shell / USS. The absolute vacuum forms a physical 

impregnable wall and barrier for all forms of electromagnetic radiation and for all forms of 

particle radiation and / or cosmic radiation! Figure 36c Document G8. 

 

15) Few scientists will agree or endorse this theory today. 

 

16) Due to the extremely low concentrations of hydrogen, helium gas and lithium ions, the 

courses  of all neutrinos, photons and particles are diffracted in such a way that the radiation 

can only occur / move within the USS and these orbits remain within the universe-spherical-

shell forever (maximum 13.8 billion years). Similar to EM radiation, all particle radiation and 

all neutrinos can exclusively move within the super cold H2, He gas and Li ions and only 

move through the perfectly curved space and time (spacetime) of the USS. These forms of 

radiation cannot move through the absolute vacuum on both sides of the thin universe-

spherical-shell. Figure 36c Document G8. 

 

17) As a result of the deflection, the universe / the universe-spherical-shell forms a 100% 

closed system regarding all forms of electromagnetic radiation and all forms of particle 

radiation with mass, matter and kinetic energy! Figure 77b Document G8. 

 

18) The deflection of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation is approximately 1 

degree per 10 - 40 thousand lightyears. On earth, this minimal deflection results within the 

curved universe-spherical-shell in (fully) distorted images that are received from the universe 

and captured by telescopes. These forms of radiation are moving, within the universe-

spherical-shell, at the maximum speed of light c. 

 

19) The deflection of light / infra-red and particle radiation provides a fully visual filling in of 

both absolutely dark vacuum spaces on both sides of the universe-spherical-shell with virtual 

images from the universe-spherical-shell. Figure 36r. 

 

 

-C) Uniform time / universe clock time (UCT); Figure 36a Document G8: 

 

20) Just like space, time is inextricably linked to mass / matter. All mass / matter in the 

universe always has exactly the same universe clock time (UCT). This universe clock time 

moves on continually and linearly at exactly the same speed throughout the universe.  
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(Identical atomic clocks with different velocities in the universe / USS result in differences in 

all physically and chemically forces of all atoms of these clocks. So differences in speed of 

identical atomic clocks always result in differences in measured time while their universe 

clock time (UCT) is always exactly the same!) 

 

21) The universe did not start 13.8 billion years ago but started around 40 - 45 billion (109) 

years ago with a super cold Little Bang at 0 Kelvin from a blackhole with a diameter of 50 - 

100 million km at center C. In the former universe gravity collected and concentrated all 

mass, matter and kinetic energy of that universe 100% in this Little Bang blackhole.  

Through the complete disappearance of velocity and thus gravity, the Little Bang blackhole 

and the blackhole atoms present, became unstable and fell apart into an equal number of 

protons and electrons. Document G6 English & Figures 1 - 30 G8 and Appendix  G12. 

 

22) Only about ¼ - ⅓ of the universe or 13.8 billion lightyears can currently be seen. About  

⅔ – ¾ of the universe / USS will be ‘visible’ in the future if the gravitational techniques  

LIGO / VIRGO are improved by about 50 – 100 times. Figures 36d and 36e Document G8.  

The first (Berry) period of approximately 10 - 15 billion years of the cycle of the universe is 

in no way technically perceptible! Figures 36i and 36m Document G8. 

 

23) From the beginning of the universe the same universe clock time (UCT) relative to the 

center C applies everywhere within the balloon shell/universe sphere . This also applies 

during the entire cycle of the universe (Documents G7 & G8). Within the 

‘event horizon’ of blackholes the same universe clock time always applies as on the outside! 

There are no differences in the universe clock time (UCT) anywhere within the universe-

spherical-shell! 

 

24) In the absolute vacuum spaces on both sides of the universe-spherical-shell there is no 

form of matter and kinetic energy present.  

 

25) Like space, the universe clock time / UCT within the universe-spherical-shell is naturally 

bend and perfectly curved! Time, space, matter and kinetic energy are perfectly curved and 

always perfectly intertwined at the same degree and in the same manner. Figure 36c 

Document G8. 

 

26) Unlike the theory of relativity, this curvature of time and space (spacetime) in the 

universe-spherical-shell / USS is completely natural in origin. Starting the Big Bang theory 

this curvature is strictly logical. The curvature of time, space, matter and kinetic energy is 

completely separate from the physical phenomenon of gravity! (Einstein's space-time does 

not have anything to do with the physical phenomenon of gravity! Document G5) 

 

27) The physical origin of gravity and the structure of gravity are explained and derived in 

more detail in Documents E3, E3-1 and E3-2 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu. 

 

-D) Only non-electromagnetic ‘radiation’ travels directly through the absolute vacuum 

on both sides of the universe-spherical-shell; Figure 36b Document G8: 

 

28) All non-electromagnetic forms of ‘radiation’ do not contain any form of particles nor 

any form of mass, matter or characteristics of kinetic energy!  

Currently, (2019) these non-electromagnetic forms of radiation are not being used in Science 

and not recognized as a separate group of ‘radiation’. 
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29) Unlike with EM radiation, these forms of ‘non-electromagnetic radiation’ are not based 

on a wave movement! This fact will have far-reaching consequences! 

 

30) Unlike with EM radiation and particle radiation, these forms of non-electromagnetic 

‘radiation’ are not forced to move through matter present only within the USS. Non-

electromagnetic radiation moves directly through both 100% vacuums inside and  outside of 

the universe-spherical-shell! 

 

31) Only the ‘non-electromagnetic’ forms of radiation move from their source on all sides and 

directly through the absolute vacuum on either side of the USS. As a result of the spread 

throughout the entire universe, the corresponding forcefields of the non-electromagnetic 

‘radiation’ are extremely weak quantitatively! 

 

32) In the absolute vacuum spaces on either side of the universe-spherical-shell the mass, 

matter and energy-free forms of ‘radiation’ are also not subject to displacement at 

the maximum speed of light c and therefore not bound by the theory of relativity! 

 

33) All non-electromagnetic forms of ‘radiation’ move, in principle,  directly and on all 

sides at infinitely high speeds through the whole universe and without any wave movement! 

It is presented as a greenish background in Figure 36b Document G8.   

 

34) These forms of ‘radiation’ leave the universe / the universe-spherical-shell immediately 

and literally disappear into the infinite vacuum of absolute nothing in the outer space of the 

universe / USS. Therefore,  the universe / USS is completely open to all non-electromagnetic 

forms of ‘radiation’. 

 

35) The non-electromagnetic ‘radiation’ is without any mass, matter and kinetic energy and 

therefore, without any consequences whatsoever for the closed system of the universe / USS 

with regard to mass, matter and kinetic energy / impulse of the universe and for the mass / 

matter and energy balances of the universe / USS! 

 

36) Therefore, on the scale of the universe / USS the following Laws apply: 

      a) The Law on conservation of mass (+ elementary electrical charge and elementary  

           magnetic spin), 

      b) The Law on conservation of matter, and 

      c) The Law on conservation of kinetic energy / impulse. 

 

 

-E) Only gravity and time are non-electromagnetic forms of ‘radiation’: 

 

37) Currently, the only known forms of non-electromagnetic ‘radiation’ are 

      gravitational ‘radiation’ and the universe clock time (UCT). The greenish colored 

      vacuum inner space and outer space of the universe in Figure 36b Document G8. 

 

 38) Gravitational radiation and universe clock time are both present. Both cannot be 

        directly observed or directly quantitatively measured technically. Both can only be 

        derived and quantified through a mathematical model! 
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39) Through the infinitely fast gravitational ‘radiation’ and time, all matter (normal and 

      blackhole atoms) in the universe are continuously and mutually connected! Figure 

      36b and 36c Document G8. Gravitation and time are omnipresent and move at an 

      infinitely large speed through the universe and are the physical omnipresent forces. 

 

40) All gravity and time leave the universe / the universe-sphere-shell instantaneously. 

 

 

-F) Shock waves of gravitational energy, on the other hand, are only transported via 

     matter: 

 

41) Collisions between celestial bodies are standardly associated with converting speed / 

kinetic energy into heat. The collisions reduce the speed of both celestial bodies overall. 

These collisions are also accompanied by a reduction of the remaining amounts of gravity and 

gravitational energy after the collision. (The quantity of mass / matter however remains the 

same!). 

  

42) Gravitational ‘radiation’ is transmitted on all sides. This is completely different for the 

shock waves of gravitational energy. Just like EM radiation, shock waves from gravitational 

energy can only occur and be transported through the matter, H2 only present in the USS and 

mix of H2, He gas, and Li present inside the galaxies. Figures 36b, 36c, 36p Document G8. 

        

43) As a result, these shock waves remain ‘concentrated’ within the USS and can therefore be 

measured via LIGO and VIRGO techniques. Unlike gravitational radiation, these shock 

waves of gravitational energy are held to displacement at a maximum speed of light c! 

 

44) From a physical point of view there are enormous fundamental differences  between 

gravity and shock waves of gravitational energy that are not recognized currently (2019) ! 

 

-G) After the Big Bang, the expansion of the current universe can only be achieved if 

gravity is absent for billions of years: 

 

45) With the current and widely accepted Big Bang theory not only do  mass / matter, but also 

atoms arise directly. These atoms, however, also generate gravity immediately! (Documents 

E3, E3-1, E3-2 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu ) 

  

46) The gravity concentrated at the Big Bang point then smothers any further expansion 

of the universe / USS immediately and completely. Even if an inflationary expansion exits 

temporarily! Based on the Big Bang theory and gravity, the universe would be unable to 

expand and unable to develop. 

 

47) The expansion of the universe-spherical-shell in the absolute vacuum space without 

gravity is only possible the period atoms are absent and the universe is only filled with an 

equal number of loose protons and loose electrons. 

 

48) The universe / USS can only reach the current expansion and radius of at least 3 - 4 billion 

lightyears relative to center C exclusively when atoms and therefore, gravity are absolutely 

absent during the first approximately 5 - 10 billion years of the universe and in the Big Bang 

theory. In that case, the universe can expand at ⅓ –½ of the speed of light c and therefore 

without any inflation! 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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 49) Gravity is not directly linked to mass / matter, only indirectly. Gravity is only generated 

by the ‘shell’ electrons of atoms and only by atoms under the influence of velocity / kinetic 

energy of the atom in the universe. Now there is only one expansion speed relative to center 

C and the same 8 - 10 distinct rotational velocities of matter present within all 4 - 20 million 

nearly identical clusters of the USS. Within all clusters in the USS, these 8 - 10 rotational 

speeds are the same, qualitatively and quantitatively. 
 

-H) The first 5 - 10 billion years of the expansion of the universe without atoms; is only 

possible via mono-layers of protons / electrons: 

 

50) The first 5 - 10 billion years of the universe after the Big Bang, only single protons and 

electrons are allowed to be present in the form of mono-layers of protons / electrons during 

the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell, as outlined in Figures 19 - 30 Document G8 

English. 

 

51) This expansion without gravity is only possible when during the Big Bang / Little Bang 

(Document G6) only loose protons and electrons are formed and they are arranged and 

expand in the form of mono-layers of alternating one proton and one electron thick. 

 

52) Such a structure of mono-layers of  protons / electrons can expand for billions of years at 

approximately ⅓ - ½ of the speed of light c without any loss of protons / electrons on the way. 

 

53) During the first period of 5 - 10 billion years after the Little Bang, the universe / USS 

does not have any atoms and therefore, no gravity and gravitational energy. This USS 

expands at approximately ⅓ - ½ of the speed of light c. Therefore, without inflation! The first 

period of expansion of the universe remains entirely within the framework of the theory of 

relativity. 

 

54) All protons and electrons remain completely trapped inside the expanding mono-layers 

of the universe-spherical-shell uniformly relative to center C. Loose electrons / protons 

cannot escape from the universe-sphere-shell and remain in the hollow spherical vacuum 

interior. This results in a  complete 100% vacuum interior of the universe / the universe-

spherical-shell as well as the literally infinite complete 100% vacuum outdoor space! 

 

55) After 5 - 10 billion years of expanding without gravity and gravitational energy, an ever-

increasing situation arises within this thinning universe-spherical-shell consisting of mono-

layers of protons / electrons with an absolute vacuum on both sides of the USS. In time, the 

mutual spaces between the protons and the electrons increase. 

 
 

-I) After 5 - 10 billion years of the formation of hydrogen, gravity and gravitational 

energy: 

 

56) The mutual distances between protons and electrons increase during the long period of 5 - 

10 billion years in such a way that each proton simultaneously catches its own ‘shell’ electron 

forming the most simple hydrogen atom / molecule exclusively. 

 

57) With hydrogen atoms / molecules, gravity and gravitational energy return into the 

universe as well as other physical and chemical forces. See Document F1d 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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58) With the hydrogen atom / molecule and gravity which is free of charge, a gigantic amount 

of gravitational energy relative to center C is added to the universe/ USS and added to the 

cycle of the universe! This huge amount of gravitational energy is missing in the current 

(2019) energy balances of the universe. The missing ‘dark’ energy, as it is currently 

described, is actually nothing but gravitational energy relative to center C and present within 

the USS now! 

 

59) The cycle of the universe / USS is settled energy-neutral as described in Documents G7 

& G8 English www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . The universe repeats itself endlessly in almost 

exactly the same cycle which consists of 29 steps during a period of approximately 2 - 3 

trillion years or more. We live in the infinite universe + 1. 

 

 

-J) Modelling the universe and the cycle of the universe; quantifying the universe + its 

cycle: 

 

60) The energy neutral cycle of the universe can be modeled mathematically. With such a 

model the universe is fully quantifiable from the very first to the very last second! 

 

 

5.2 CONSEQUENCES OF THE BIG BANG THEORY: 

1) From the Big Bang onwards, the universe has to, at least, expand evenly. In that case, the 

universe should now have the shape of a thin flat universe-spherical-shell occupied by many 

billions of galaxies.  

The USS should be locally flat and may not be more than one galaxy thick. Between these 

galaxies, the USS is at least a few light hours to light days thick and filled with an extremely 

low concentration of pure hydrogen and some atoms / molecules /cm3.  

Within each galaxy there is a mix of extremely low concentrations of hydrogen, helium and 

lithium. The helium and lithium are the remainder of the simultaneous birth of the billions of 

galaxies some 15 - 20 billion years ago. All galaxies started at the very same moment with a 

superhot Big Bang. These Big Bangs are described in phase 16 of the cycle of the universe & 

Figures 42 - 54 Document G8 English. 

  

2) This universe / universe-spherical-shell has one center C where the Big Bang or super-cold 

Little Bang (0 K) of the author (Document G6) took place. The space of the universe / 

universe-spherical-shell is in itself perfectly and spherically curved! Even without gravitation! 

 

3) Both on the inside (inner space of the universe) and on the outside (outer space of the 

universe) of the universe-spherical-shell an absolute 100% vacuum applies which consists of 

absolutely nothing. All matter and kinetic energy is only located and moves within the thin 

universe globe shell. Gravity increasingly slows down the expansion. 

 

4) Matter provides a perfectly curved space. Within the universe-spherical-shell, the same 

linearly moving universe-clock-time (UCT) always applies everywhere. Time and space are 

linked to matter and kinetic energy. Technically, the universe clock time cannot be directly 

measured. 

 

5) Space and universe clock time in the universe / universe-spherical-shell are naturally linked 

to matter and kinetic energy. Spacetime is curved to the same extent in a spherical shape. 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Both expand to the same extent, at the same speed and in the same spherical shape. This 

curvature of time and space has no relation whatsoever to gravity as Einstein stated! 

 

6) Due to the naturally curved spacetime of the universe-spherical-shell, a factor cos a is 

missing in the current gravitational formulas of Einstein and Newton! Only within the Milky 

Way galaxy factor cos a = 1.00000 . Outside the Milky Way galaxy adding a factor  

cos a is obliged and has to be added to gravitational formulas. See Figure 36, Document G8 

+ explanation www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

 

7) With factor cos a added to the current gravitational formulas, the universe / the USS 

contains approximately 5 - 7 x as much gravity as is currently (2019) assumed / measured. 

Due to  the sphere-shell shape of the universe, 5 to 7 times as much mass / matter and kinetic 

energy is also present in the universe / universe-spherical-shell which is currently measured, 

determined / calculated. 

 

8) With this sphere-shell shape of the universe and factor cos a added to gravitational 

formulas, the problem of ‘dark’ mass / matter is completely solved. An important part of the 

‘dark’ energy is also explained and further specified! 

 

9) The current cycle of the universe did not start 13.8 billion years ago with a superhot Big 

Bang, but already around 40 - 45 billion years ago with a super cold Little Bang (0 Kelvin) in 

which the Little Bang blackhole immediately fell apart into an equal number of protons and 

electrons. After the Little Bang, the protons and electrons arranged themselves in mono-

layers. Documents G6 (start universe), G7 (text cycle of the universe) & G8 (figures). 

 

10) All protons and electrons were already present in the preceding universe and in large part 

also present in all preceding universes. 

 

11) The system of mono-layer protons / electrons expands, for the first 5 - 10 billion years at 

⅓ - ½ of the speed of light c. Without atoms and, therefore, also without gravity! 

 

12) Gravity is only generated by the ‘shell’ electrons of atoms. Gravity is the result of the 

velocity of atoms in the universe and the deformations in the orbits of the ‘shell’ electrons. 

Each form of speed generates its own specific deviation in the trajectory of the ‘shell’ electron 

and generates a specific gravitational vector linked to it. Gravity moves linearly and at speeds 

>> than the speed of light c. Documents E3, E3-1 and E3-2 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu. 

 

13) About 5 - 10 billion years after the super cold start of the universe with a Little Bang and 

about 35 - 40 billion years ago, each proton captured its own electron and hydrogen atom / 

molecules were formed. This hydrogen, together with the expansion rate, generates gravity. 

With gravity, gravitational energy  relative to the center C of the universe and within the 

universe-spherical-shell is generated. Since the formation of hydrogen, gravity is increasingly 

inhibiting the expansion of the universe / USS. 

 

14) The energy released cannot be converted into heat, but is converted into the rotational 

speed of gases and into the rotation of the current galaxies. 

Since the formation of hydrogen, some 35 - 40 billion years ago, the expansion energy has 

almost entirely been converted into rotational speed / energy of matter; currently, in 

increasing rotational energy of all galaxies present in the USS. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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15) This process of converting expansion energy into rotational energy has been going on for 

much longer than 13.8 billion years. All galaxies and stars therefore rotate around their own 

axis much faster than is possible on the basis of only13.8 billion years according to the Big 

Bang theory. The rotational speeds that are being observed, are correct! These seemingly ‘too 

fast’ rotations of galaxies can be explained. The reason for the assumption of ‘dark’ matter 

therefore disappears! 

 

16) Such a globe-shell-shaped universe / USS with gravity also generates: 

a) an enormous amount of gravitational energy relative to the center C of the universe and 

b) multiple (8 - 10) forms of gravitational energy present within the USS itself. 

  

17) The rest of the still missing energy / ‘dark’ energy is completely covered by these, in total, 

9 - 11 different forms of speeds, gravitational vectors and associated forms of gravitational 

energy. 

 

18) In such a spherical shell-shaped universe, both ‘dark’ mass / matter and ‘dark’ energy are 

completely absent! Both are the result of an incorrect picture of the shape of the universe and 

its history! 

 

 

5.3 THE CYCLE OF THE UNIVERSE: 

On the website www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu  the author has developed a universe with its 

corresponding cycle without ‘dark’ mass / matter and without ‘dark’ energy: 

 

a) Due to a loss of gravity, the universe starts from a giant blackhole with a radius of 25 - 50 

million km. All types of blackholes are super cold. At 0 Kelvin, the blackhole and blackhole 

atoms which are present, fall apart into separate protons and electrons. Immediately 

afterwards these elementary building blocks of atoms organize themselves into mono-layers 

of protons / electrons without atoms and thus without gravity. Phases 1 - 4 Little Bang 

Document G7 & Figures 1 - 30 Document G8 English.  

As a result of the tremendous electric tension within these mono-layers of protons / electrons, 

the mono-layers expand at ⅓ - ½ of the speed of light c. This peeling of the former ‘Little 

Bang’ blackhole into mono-layers of protons / electrons takes approximately 13 - 15 hundred 

years after the start of the Little Bang! The expansion of the universe without atoms and 

without gravity lasts about 5 - 10 billion years.  

 

b) After 5 - 10 billion years of expansion, the spaces have increased in such a way that each 

proton captures its own ‘shell’ electron. At that moment the hydrogen atom is formed 

throughout the universe at the very same moment inside the universe-spherical-shell. With the 

atom / molecule gravity, temperature and other physical and chemical forces return to the 

universe / USS. Document F1d. 

With gravity, a gigantic amount of gravitational energy relative to center C is added to the 

universe and its cycle completely free of charge! This gravity / gravitational energy is the 

driving force behind the cycle of the universe. This energy is fully used again.  

The approximate 9 - 11 forms of gravitational energy are currently not recognized. Together, 

these forms of energies form the sought-after ‘dark’ energy. 

 

c) Overall, every cycle of the universe is settled completely energy-neutral thanks to the free 

addition of this gravitational energy some 5 - 10 billion years after the start of the Little Bang. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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d) After approximately 400 - 500 billion years, the gravity and gravitational energy ensures 

that the expansion of the universe / universe-sphere-shell comes to an end as a perfect USS 

completely. Then all matter / kinetic energy is trapped in one of the 4 - 20 million central 

clusters of blackholes each containing the mass, matter and kinetic energy of 2 – 4 thousand 

galaxies. At that point all expansion rate / kinetic energy is also converted into rotational 

speed / kinetic energy of the central cluster of blackholes. 

 

e) Afterwards, gravity causes the universe / universe-spherical-shell of cluster blackholes to 

shrink in a controlled manner as an ideal USS with ultimately a constant speed of 100 – 150 

km/s without any form of ‘Big Crunch’. This contraction of the USS is at the expense of the 

rotational speed of the central cluster of blackholes. Only at the end of the contraction of the 

universe-spherical-shell after 2 – 3 trillion years, these cluster blackholes no longer rotate. 

 

f) At the end of the contraction of the universe-spherical-shell all cluster blackholes merge 

into one super Little Bang blackhole with a radius of approximately 25 - 50 million km. 

During this process all remaining forms of speed disappear and with that all forms of gravity 

in that Little Bang blackhole / the universe.  

Due to the loss of gravity, the Little Bang blackhole, at the very end, becomes completely 

unstable and then disintegrates into loose unstable blackhole atoms which then further 

disintegrate into an equal number of separate protons and electrons. (No E = mc2 !).  

These basic building blocks of the atom are arranged into mono-layers of alternating protons / 

electrons. 

 

g) Gravity comes with the atom. With this gravity, a gigantic amount of gravitational energy 

is added to every cycle free of charge. Through gravity and gravitational energy, the universe 

behaves like a perpetual motion.  

This cycle of the  universe repeats itself endlessly in almost exactly the same way. See 

Documents G7 & G8 English www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . 

 

h) Currently, the cycle of the universe consists of 29 steps (prime number). It is estimated that 

one cycle takes around 2 - 3 trillion (1012) years and may take even longer. Step 29 of the 

cycle is equal to step 1 of the past cycle. So step 29 immediately forms step 1 of the next 

cycle of the universe! 

 

i) Contrary to what is thought in 2019, the current cycle already started around 40 – 45, 

possibly 50 billion years ago, with a super-cold Little Bang that took place at 0 Kelvin as a 

result of the disappearance of all atoms and associated gravity. Documents G6 & Figures 1 – 

30 Document G8 and Documents E3, E3-1, E3-2. With that Little Bang, the blackhole 

formed containing all the matter and energy of the universe, fell apart into an equal number of 

protons and electrons, and with it all temperature and gravity disappeared. 

 

j) After 5 - 10 billion years of expansion without atoms and therefore without gravity and 

temperature, the protons and electrons form hydrogen. Simultaneously, the hydrogen atom / 

molecule, gravity, gravitational energy, temperature and other forces return to the universe. 

See Appendix with an outline of the main cycle of the universe. 

 

k) About 20 to 25 billion years ago the hydrogen gas in the universe-spherical-shell cooled 

down to condensation point. The gas pressure disappears and now gravity rules. Under the 

influence of gravity hundreds of billions of identical, ultimately super-hot, pure hydrogen 

spheres were formed.  

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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They organize themselves into 4 - 20 million identical clusters each containing 2 - 4 thousand 

identical pure hydrogen spheres, which in the future after their Big Bang will form one galaxy 

each.  

 

l) Some 20 billion years after the Little Bang and 20 – 25 billion years ago, at the very same 

moment, in all the pure hydrogen spheres / proto-galaxies spontaneous nuclear fusion starts. 

At that moment, hundreds of billions of superhot Big Bangs occur perfectly arranged in the 

still expanding USS. All radiation and particles emitted from these Big Bangs remain trapped 

and continue to move within that universe-spherical-shell / USS. 

 

m) All forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation stay inside the USS. All 

forms of EM radiation and particle radiation are transformed back into protons, electrons, 

hydrogen and new stars within 13.8 billion years. The USS becomes extremely hot in this 

period.  

This also limits the current view from Earth into space and the history of the universe to only 

13.8 billion (light) years. Only about ¼ of the history of the universe is visible now! From 

planet Earth about ¾ of the universe is currently invisible.  

 

n) All galaxies started almost simultaneously from one of the tens of billions / trillion 

superhot hydrogen spheres. Each galaxy through its own superhot Big Bang. Figures 42 - 54 

Document G8 English. With the Big Bangs of the galaxies, the central blackhole of the 

future galaxy was formed simultaneously with the 2 - 4 spiral arms of the galaxy. These 

simultaneous Big Bangs took place 20 - 25 billion years ago and can no longer be seen 

through EM techniques. The photons and particles then emitted have now been converted into 

new matter, protons, electrons, new hydrogen and new stars. 

 

o) In the future, these Big Bangs from 20 - 25 billion years ago and the start of the galaxies 

can be made perceptible and ‘visible’ through greatly (50 – 100 x) improved LIGO 

gravitational techniques. 

 

p) Collisions between celestial bodies (for example blackholes) are accompanied by changes 

in speed and thus result in changes in both the decrease of 1) gravity and 2) the decrease in 

gravitational energy.  

1) Shock waves of gravity go straight through the vacuum spaces on all sides and are therefore 

‘diluted’ and not technically measurable.  

2) Shock waves of gravitational energy however remain completely concentrated within the 

universe-spherical-shell and are therefore technically measurable by LIGO / VIRGO. Unlike 

gravity, such shockwaves of gravitational energy manifest as real wave movements.  

Shock waves of gravitational energy are forced to move through matter (H2, He and Li) that is 

only present in the universe-spherical-shell. These shock waves are ‘diluted’ less than 

gravitational ‘radiation’ and are therefore much more powerful and measurable. These shock 

waves of gravitational energy move at the maximum speed of light c. Figure 36a Document 

G8. 

 

q) The gravitational effects of two clashing blackholes spread on all sides through both 

vacuum spaces at infinitely high speed and are very weak and cannot be measured directly. 

The associated gravitational effects are observable throughout the whole universe / USS at the 

same time, but are technically not measurable! 
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r) The corresponding shock waves of gravitational energy only reach the Earth through the 

universe-spherical-shell / USS. These shock waves therefore remain compact and can be 

measured quantitatively. These shock waves travel at the speed of light c and reach the Earth 

with billions of years of delay. There is an essential difference between gravity and the shock 

waves of gravitational energy! 

 

s) These shock waves of gravitational energy can be  made ‘visible’ up to a maximum of 

approximately 30 billion lightyears or ¾ of the history of the universe!. Unlike 

electromagnetic and particle radiation, these shock waves from gravitational energy are not 

converted into new matter. Shock waves of gravitational energy continue to exist endlessly, 

but are becoming increasingly extinct. Figures 36b, 36c and 77c Document G8. 

 

t) The first shock waves of gravitational energy only came about 30 billion years ago through 

collisions between pure hydrogen spheres. The first 10 - 15 billion years of our universe / the 

cycle of the universe or ¼ of the history remain technically invisible and inaccessible for 

Science. Figures 36d and 36e. 

 

u) Fortunately, this period can, however, be described qualitatively and mathematically. As a 

result, this period can also be properly quantified using a mathematical model! 

 

v) The LIGO / VIRGO gravitational energy techniques will show that the universe has the 

structure of a thin super-large balloon with a radius of, at least, 3.5 - 4 billion lightyears or 

more. In view of the gigantic radius, the globular shell-shaped universe is locally almost flat 

everywhere and is a maximum of one galaxy thick. 

 

w) Within this gigantic, but ultimately very limited space of the universe (a sphere-shell with 

a radius of approximately 3.5 - 4 billion lightyears) and time (approximately 2 - 3 trillion 

(1012) years), the very same cycle of the universe of 29 steps is settled endlessly. Our universe 

is finite.  

 

x) In the past, gravity has merged all possible secondary universes into just one universe. We 

now reside in that only remaining universe. This universe goes through the same cycle of the 

universe endlessly again and again.  

 

 

5.4 MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND QUANTIFIING OF THE CYCLE OF THE 

UNIVERSE:   

The universe and its complete cycle of 29 steps can be captured in one mathematical 

(quantum) model. At each of the 29 steps, in principle, one of the parameters changes. This 

model is very interesting; step 29 equals step 1, and forms step 1 of the next cycle. This model 

is energy-neutral and goes on forever.  

Through a mathematical (quantum) model, the universe and its entire cycle can be quantified 

in detail from the very first to the very last second! With this model it will also become clear 

within which boundaries of mass, matter, kinetic energy, space, gravitational energy and time 

such a cycle can be settled.  
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With this (quantum) model you can sketch a fully quantitative interpretation for every random 

moment in the past but also for every moment in the future of the universe. This would be a 

useful and indispensable tool as a reference point for scientific research.  

Through such a mathematical model, the mass, matter and energy balances of the universe 

can be calculated correctly without any form of ‘dark’ mass / matter or any form of ‘dark’ 

energy!  
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* 6) DISCUSSION:  

 

6.1 THROUGH LIGHT ONLY 13.8 BILLION LIGHTYEARS OF THE UNIVERSAL 

SHELL IS VISIBLE:  

According to the author, all photons and other particles are converted into new protons, 

electrons and new hydrogen within 13.8 billion years. The current universe must already be at 

least 40 - 45 billion years old. This means that only about ⅓ - ¼ of the history is visible and ⅔ 

- ¾ is not, together with all associated space, mass, matter, space and kinetic energy, currently 

outside the scope of our brilliant measuring instruments! See Figures 36d and 36e 

Document G8.  

 

LIGO and VIRGO are based on the detection of shock waves from gravitational energy. 

They disintegrate by absorption but are not converted into new matter! Over time, this 

technique will undoubtedly be greatly improved. Through greatly (50 – 100 x) improved 

LIGO / VIRGO techniques in the future it will be possible to look back in time up to a 

maximum of around 30 billion lightyears. Then, approximately ¾ of the history and of the 

space will be perceptible. The period at the start (Big Bang) of the galaxies will also be 

visible. The first 10 - 15 billion (light) years of this universe (Berry period),  cannot be, in 

any way,  made technically perceptible / measurable.  

Fortunately, that period can be described physically and mathematically, and can even be 

(quantum) modeled and quantified! 

 

  

6.2 FASTER EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE BASED ON OPTICAL ILLUSION: 

The tens of billions of galaxies present in the spherical shell-shaped universe move away, 

constantly and everywhere, from the center C of the universe at the same expansion rate 

relative to their common origin, the center C. The Milky Way Galaxy also moves away from 

center C at around 450 km/s. Gravity continues to slow down the expansion of the universe-

spherical-shell. The energy released during this process is converted into rotational speed / 

energy of the galaxies. Figure 36a Document G8. 

 

-) Galaxies are only visible through the curved space of the universe-spherical-shell: 

From Earth, we cannot perceive the billions of galaxies through the absolute dark vacuum 

space directly, but only through the perfectly curved thin universe-spherical-shell and through 

the perfectly spherically curved space and delayed time of the universe! (One pars is equal to 

3.26 lightyears). 

In case the earth's own expansion movement is about 450 km/s, these galaxies on the opposite 

side of the universe-spherical-shell apparently move away from the Earth up to a maximum of 

approximately 2 x 450 km/s! Seen in time / history that might be 450 + up to about 12 

hundred km/s. A simple explanation for that ever-increasing redshift! See Figure 36a 

Document G8 English. 

The velocities / redshifts measured on Earth always have to be corrected for the delay in time 

and corresponding expansion rate of the USS billions of years ago at the moment that the 

currently observed light was emitted. 

This red-shift (Hubble), which is apparently increasing with the distance, is the result of:  

a) Earth's own movement,  

b) the increasingly opposing movements of the galaxies on the other side of the universe-

spherical-shell that are observed exclusively through this universe-spherical-shell! and 

c) the increasing expansion speed of the USS in the past Figures 36a – 36e Document G8.  
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As a result, all galaxies apparently move faster and faster from Earth as they are further away 

in the USS. In reality, now all galaxies are subjected to exactly the same expansion rate 

relative to the common origin center C and these galaxies are subject to the same 8 - 10 

(rotational) speeds within each cluster of 2 - 4 thousand galaxies! 

 

This ever-increasing redshift is the direct result of the shape of the universe as a universe-

spherical-shell and the way in which light is guided through the universe-spherical-shell. This 

increasing red shift as seen on Earth is based on an optical deception! Figure 36d and 36e 

Document G8. 

The universally accepted scientific conclusion in 2019 that the universe / the universe-

spherical-shell is expanding faster and faster is unfortunately entirely based on the wrong 

optical illusion! As a result of gravity, in timen the universe / the universe-spherical-shell is 

actually expanding slower and slower! 

 

-) The previously faster expansion of the universe-spherical-shell; in future the 

expansion velocity of the universe / universe-spherical-shell will go back to zero: 

As a result of gravity which is present in the universe-spherical-shell, the universe actually 

grows slower and slower instead of faster and faster! In the past, the universe / universe-

spherical-shell indeed expanded faster and faster. In about 350 - 450 billion years, the 

expansion of this perfectly universe-spherical-shell will come to a complete halt everywhere 

and simultaneously. 

 

-) Galaxies rotate faster and faster around their central axis: 

The expansion energy released during the deceleration through braking is converted into 

rotational speed / energy and partly into gravitational energy relative to center C. All galaxies 

rotate around their axis faster and faster over time, as do all stars and planets present within it. 

(With this rotational speed per ‘shell’-electron generated gravity increases as well!)  

This rotation process started about 30 billion years ago and simultaneously with the formation 

of hydrogen and therefore of gravity. The current galaxies therefore rotate much faster on 

their axis than in the case of the only 13.8 billion years of the Big Bang theory. This ‘too fast’ 

rotation has thus been explained and therefore has nothing to do with ‘dark’ matter nor with 

‘dark’ energy inside the galaxies. 

 

 

6.3 ADDING FACTOR cos α TO GRAVITATIONAL FORMULAS SOLVES THE 

PROBLEM OF ‘DARK’ MASS / MATTER: 

 

-) Add factor cos α to gravitational formulas of Einstein and Newton: 

Through gravity and because gravity moves at speeds >> than the speed of light c, all matter 

in the USS instantaneously and continuously communicate directly with all other matter 

present in the universe / the universe-spherical-shell! This ‘communication’ occurs directly 

and at speeds >> than the speed of light and through the absolute vacuum space on the inside 

of the universe-spherical-shell! 

Due to the direct contact by gravity via the inner vacuum space, other galaxies are spatially 

much closer to the earth than when we visually perceive these galaxies through the curved 

universe-spherical-shell via the electromagnetic radiation they emit! 

The actual distances between galaxies in the universe / the universe-spherical-shell are (much) 

smaller than the visually observed and determined distances that run through the universe-

spherical-shell! 
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As a result of the sphere-shell shape of the universe, a correction factor cos α must be added 

to the current gravitational formulas of Newton and Einstein in gravitational considerations / 

calculations concerning the scale of the universe / universe-spherical-shell. See Figure 36 

Document G8. 

 

With a  correction factor of cos α added to the current gravitational formulas, the universe / 

the universe-spherical-shell contains about 5 - 7 times as much gravity and therefore also 5 - 7 

times as much mass, matter and kinetic energy than what Science in 2019 assumes.  

Cos α = 1.000000 only applies within the Milky Way Galaxy. 

With cos α added, the problem of ‘dark’ mass / matter is completely solved and that of ‘dark’ 

energy is reduced to a significant extent. 

 

 

6.4 THE REMAINING ‘DARK’ ENERGY IS GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY: 

 

-) Gravitation in the universe-spherical-shell results in a huge amount of gravitational 

energy in the universe relative to center C and within the universe-spherical-shell itself: 

Gravity is tied to gravitational energy. In the current energy balances of the universe almost 

no account is taken into consideration of these forms of gravitational energy present in the 

universe. Wrongly! 

 

The following is present in the balloon-shaped universe: 

a) a gigantic amount of gravitational energy of matter in the universe-spherical-shell relative 

to the center C (the current Big Bang point of Science in 2019) and 

b) approximately 8 - 10 forms of rotational movements and associated forms of gravity / 

gravitational energies present between the rotation points within the identical clusters / facets 

of the current universe-spherical-shell. 

 

The universe-spherical-shell is subdivided into 4 - 20 million identical clusters / facets. 

Within each of these clusters,  8 - 10 different rotational speeds / energies can now be 

distinguished, each of which generates its own gravitational vector, thereby also generating 

their own vectors of gravitational energy! Within each cluster / facet of the universe-

spherical-shell there are the same 8 - 10 forms of speed, the same 8  - 10 forms of 

gravitational components and the same 8 – 10 forms of gravitational energy that can be 

distinguished both qualitatively and quantitatively! 

 

These, in total 9 - 11 different forms of gravitational energy under a) and b), are sufficient to 

correct the energy balance of the universe / universe-spherical-shell. The current radius of the 

universe-spherical-shell, the number and size of the clusters of galaxies and current velocities 

within these clusters are decisive in this regard. 

The magnitude of these speeds and the associated gravity and gravitational energies can only 

be traced and matched through a mathematical model! 

The missing energy in the energy balance is actually nothing but gravitational energy! 

 

-) A mathematical modeling of universe + cycle is needed: 

Only after the mathematical (quantum) modeling of the universe and its cycle can the size of 

the universe be determined, the clusters and therefore, also the amount of gravitational energy 

in order to correct the matter and energy balances of the universe. I invite Science to 

undertake the modeling of the universe and its cycle with great urgency. 
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6.5 GRAVITATIONAL LENSES OR GAS LENSES?  

Photons of light and infra-red do not generate gravity themselves! The orbits of photons can 

therefore not be deflected by the gravity from galaxies! Photons are only deflected via the 

passage through the standard hydrogen, helium gas an lithium ions of just a few atoms / 

molecules /cm3 present in the galaxies and coronas of stars. ‘Gravitational’ lenses of light are 

actually gas (H2, He and Li) lenses! 

 

 

6.6 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GRAVITY (‘RADIATION’) AND SHOCK WAVES 

OF GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY: 

Gravitational ‘radiation’ travels directly through the absolute mass / matter and energy-free 

vacuum space of the universe. In principle, gravity moves linearly at infinitely large speeds. 

Unlike gravity, shock waves of gravitational energy cannot move through the absolute 

vacuum spaces. Shock waves from gravitational energy can only travel via atoms / molecules. 

The enormous difference between the properties of gravity and the shock waves of 

gravitational energy requires some adaptation of Einstein's theory of relativity. 

Shock waves from gravitational energy can only travel via galaxies and via the hydrogen,  

helium and lithium ‘gas’ that is present in extremely low concentrations in the perfectly 

curved universe-spherical-shell. These shock waves travel exclusively through the spacetime 

of the universe-spherical-shell and are held there at a maximum speed of light c. Figures 36b 

and 36c Document G8. 

Unlike gravity, these shock waves continue to move within the universe-spherical-shell and 

remain ‘concentrated’ there. These shock waves of gravitational energy can only be measured 

directly with technical delay using LIGO / VIRGO techniques. 

 

However, LIGO and VIRGO do not perceive gravitational ‘radiation’, as is widely believed 

in Science in the year 2019.  They only perceive shockwaves of gravitational energy! A subtle 

but essential and fundamental difference both physically and scientifically! 

 

The gravitational effects of the collisions of blackholes and celestial bodies manifest 

immediately throughout the universe at the exact same moment of the collision of, among 

other things, blackholes / neutron stars! Due to the ‘spread / dilution’, the direct effect of 

gravity cannot be made technically measurable. 

Shock waves of gravitational energy however reach the earth much more ‘concentrated’ 

because they are forced to stay within the USS where they are spread out at the speed of light 

and thus with billions of years of delay. Contrary to gravity, these shock waves of 

gravitational energy can be observed and measured quantitatively! 

 

 

6.6 EFFECTS OF GRAVITY ON THE UNIVERSE-SPHERICAL-SHELL: 

Around 35 - 40 billion years ago, hydrogen has been present and with it gravity. Gravity 

continues to slow down the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell relative to the center C / 

the Big Bang point (2019). The energy released during this process is largely converted into 

rotational energy of the current stars and galaxies present. This process explains how galaxies 

rotate around their axis faster and faster over time, as do all the solar systems that are present 

therein. A small part of that energy is converted into gravitational energy relative to center C 

and into forms of gravitational energy within the universe-spherical-shell.  
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As a result of this slowing down period of 35 - 40 billion years the currently observable 

galaxies rotate much faster than possible on the basis of the Big Bang theory. 

 

From the usual, incorrect, universe image in Science, the presence of the following are not 

recognized: 

a) a huge amount of gravitational energy present in the universe-spherical-shell relative to 

    the center C of the universe and 

b) multiple forms (currently 8 - 10) of gravitational energy within 4 - 20 million 

     clusters within the universe-spherical-shell itself. 

 

The omission of these 9 - 11 forms of gravitational energy prevents Science from getting the 

energy balance of the universe right. The current missing and intensively sought after ‘dark’ 

energy is nothing but gravitational energy. This supposed deficit can be fully explained and 

corrected by starting from a spherical shell-shaped universe and modeling the cycle of the  

universe. 

 

 

6.7 END OF THE EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE / USS THROUGH GRAVITY: 

The slowing down of the expansion of the universe-spherical-shell / USS due to gravity will 

result in approximately 350 – 450 billion years everywhere and simultaneously. Then all 

energy (neutrinos / photons / particles) will gradually be converted into protons, electrons and 

hydrogen. Through fusion inside the stars, all hydrogen, helium and lithium are completely 

fused / ‘transformed’ into beryllium and higher. The remainder of stars and planets are 

absorbed, under high pressure, from the outside in a local and rapidly rotating blackhole and 

finally the central blackhole of the galaxy. 

Eventually, all 2 - 4 thousand central blackholes of the cluster will merge into one central 

cluster blackhole such as M85 or M87 with the mass of billions of stars. In 350 - 450 billion 

years, the universe-spherical-shell will consist of 4 - 20 million identical central clusters / 

facet blackholes that will have come to a standstill as a perfectly round universe-spherical-

shell relative to C. 

 

-) All matter is then fused and together with all kinetic energy trapped in a blackhole: 

In all the, currently assumed, 4 - 20 million identical clusters / facets of the universe-

spherical-shell, all hydrogen, helium and lithium of stars are fused to beryllium and higher. 

The 2 - 4 thousand galaxies present, their mutual 8 - 10 rotational speeds, and their local and 

central blackholes are then completely absorbed into one central cluster / facet blackhole that 

has only one rotational speed of approximately ⅓ - ½ of the speed of light c. 
In 350 - 450 billion years, the axis of rotation of the millions of cluster / facet  blackholes will 

be precisely focused on center C of the universe. 

 

 

6.8 BLACKHOLES CANNOT COLLAPSE FURTHER INTO A SINGULARITY: 

The electron shells of the blackhole atoms present in blackholes repel each other mutually 

through their electrical charge and magnetic spin. Document F1e. The electrical spring 

tension between these blackhole atoms prevents the further collapse of blackholes / 

compressed celestial bodies into a singularity! Blackholes are the most compressed form of 

matter and of energy! 

A singularity is only mathematically possible. Physically a singularity is not possible! 
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6.9 GRAVITY WILL SHRINK THE UNIVERSAL SPHERICAL SHELL AGAIN IN 

THE DIRECTION OF CENTER C: 

Under the influence of gravity, the universe-spherical-shell shrinks from 4 - 20 million central 

cluster / facet blackholes (such as M87 and M85) towards center C. This shrinking of the 

universe-spherical-shell is opposite to the rotation speed of the central facet blackholes. 

Shrinking the USS therefore goes at the expense of the rotational speed / pulse present. 

The acceleration of the USS during contraction is thereby continuously slowed down to a 

more or less constant contraction speed of a maximum of approximately 100 - 150 km/s. 

During the contraction of the universe-spherical-shell towards C, all central cluster blackholes 

starts to rotate slower and slower around their axis and therefore also generate less (rotation) -

gravity in time.  

On the other hand, they are increasingly approaching each other. The mutually applied 

gravitational force therefore remains more or less constant and therefore, also the shrinking 

speed of the universe-spherical-shell of central cluster blackholes! 

 

Under the coordination of gravity, all central cluster / facet blackholes arrive simultaneously 

at center C, about 2 – 3 trillion (1012)  years later, now completely stripped of their rotation / 

rotational impulse and still in the form of a perfect universe-spherical-shell. 

 

Near the center C, the millions of central clusters of blackholes first merge into one thick 

universe-spherical-shell consisting of pure blackhole matter. This shrinks further, under the 

influence of gravity, until finally one super-large perfect round Little Bang blackhole is 

created with a radius of approximately 25 - 50 million km and with the center C always 

exactly in the center. See Document G6 & figures 1 - 30 Document G8. 

 

During the final phase of contraction, the blackhole atoms will increasingly displace each 

other. In the final phase, this gigantic Little Bang blackhole loses more and more of its 

shrinking speed relative to the center C and therefore more and more of its last remaining 

shrinking gravity and associated gravitational energy. 

 

 

6.10 CRITICAL BLACKHOLE GRAVITY BLACKHOLES / CRIBHGRA: 

 

-) Transition from ordinary atom → blackhole atoms: 

With ordinary atoms, the electron shells can collapse towards the atomic nucleus if there is: 

a) extremely high external pressure and b) enormous high rotational speeds.  

With the (rotational) speed of the normal atom, the Vander Waals / London forces of the 

electron pairs increase linear with kinetic energy and thus quadratically with the speed. At a 

certain moment the electron pairs will form Vander Waals / London bonds within the electron 

shells of the atom! 

Forming these Vander Waals / London bonds inside atoms is only possible with normal atoms 

with two or more electron pairs, so only starting from elements ≥ Be. At the moment of 

binding, the orbital velocity of these ‘shell’-electron pairs around the atomic nucleus is 

blocked. 

The electron shells of the atom then collapse towards their atomic nucleus. Then, the angular 

velocity of these ‘shell’-electrons increases again to close to the speed of  light c. As a result, 
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these electron pairs again disintegrate into separate electrons. Then the Vander Waals / 

London force and bonds also disappear! The blockage of the 'shell' electrons has therefore 

been lifted. 

 

-) Blackhole atoms are extremely instable: 

Ordinary atoms collapse into blackhole atoms with roughly the same structure or atomic 

nucleus and electron shells. The collapse can only start from the element beryllium. All 

blackholes are made up of blackhole atoms ≥ Be.  

The electron shells of H, He and Li cannot form internal Vander Waals / London bonds and 

therefore cannot collapse into blackhole atoms! Thus H2, He and Li are not accepted by 

blackholes! Document F1e & Figures. 

 

Inside blackholes the electron shells of blackhole atoms ≥ Be repel each other just like in a 

gas. Blackhole atoms are only stable when captured together in a blackhole which generates 

sufficient gravity! 

Due to the loss of the shrinking speed and therefore the loss of gravity, the gigantic Little 

Bang blackhole becomes increasingly unstable. In the final phase of contraction only gravity 

keeps the repulsing blackhole atoms together and trapped inside this Little Bang. Gravity 

alone keeps this Little Bang blackhole stable. 

 

Only at the very last moment of the shrinking of this Little Bang blackhole the Critical 

blackhole gravity (Cribhgra) is reached. Then this gigantic Little Bang blackhole falls apart 

into loose blackhole atoms which in turn are also unstable as well. These blackhole atoms 

(Document F1e) then immediately disintegrate into an equal number of individual protons 

and individual electrons. Figures 19 – 30 Document G8. 

 

-) Little Bang at 0 Kelvin and results in equal number of protons and electrons: 

After the Little Bang, which occurs at 0 Kelvin!, the equal number of protons / electrons 

released, are arranged in mono-layers of loose protons / electrons that were already present in 

the preceding universe. (No E = mc2!). A new cycle of the universe starts. Therefore, the next 

universe starts from a super-large blackhole and not from a singularity! Singularities are not 

physically possible; only mathematically! 

 

 

6.11 THE UNIVERSE CONTINUES THROUGH A FIXED CYCLE OF 29 STEPS 

ENDLESSLY: 

The universe goes through a fixed cycle of 29 steps in approximately 2 - 3 trillion years. As 

gravity and gravitational energy are absent for the first 5 - 10 billion years and gravitational 

energy is added free of charge, this cycle is completed in an energy-neutral manner. The 

universe / universe-spherical-shell goes through the same cycle endlessly. Documents G7 & 

G8 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu and Appendix. 

 

 

6.12 MATHEMATIC MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE AND ENERGY-NEUTRAL 

CYCLE: 

What is special about the cycle derived by the author is that the transition to every next step 

consists of, in principle, one physical, chemical or nuclear physical change which can be 

described exactly. 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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As a result, the cycle of the universe can be captured in a mathematical (quantum) model that 

covers the very first to the very last second. At step 29 the universe is back at step 1 of the 

past cycle, but that is also again step 1 of the next energy-neutral cycle of the universe! 

 

 

6.13 THE UNIVERSE AND ITS CYCLE CAN BE FULLY QUANTIFIED IN DETAIL; 

BOTH THE ENTIRE PAST AND THE ENTIRE FUTURE OF THE UNIVERSE: 

With such a mathematical model it is possible to scientifically deduce and calculate the 

quantitative limits of mass, matter, kinetic energy, gravitational energy, time and space within 

which the whole cycle is possible. Through such a  mathematical model and the recently 

developed quantum computer, the preconditions and limits of this universe can be quantified.  

The author himself is unable to draw up that mathematical model. Science, on the other hand,  

does have the knowledge and financial resources! Such mathematically model can be realized 

within about ½ year and 6 – 8 scientists.  

 

With such a mathematical model, a qualitative and quantitative picture of the universe can be 

presented at any given moment in the whole past but also for every given moment in the 

entire future of the universe! This model is a daily usable tool for all astrophysics and 

astronomers as well as indispensable for all astrophysical and astronomical research! 

 

 

6.14 SCOPE OF THE OPPOSITION FROM CURRENT SCIENTISTS: 

The energy-neutral cycle of the universe as described in Documents G7 & G8 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu and visions elaborated in Documents E3, E3-1, E3-2 with regard to 

gravity are inconsistent with a number of current scientific insights and assumptions such as 

Einstein's theory of relativity. Document G5. 

 

The focal points of the research are currently: a) elementary particles of mass / matter, b) 

gravity and c) investigations into the nature of ‘dark’ mass / matter and ‘dark’ energy. In the 

Netherlands alone, millions of Euros are spent annually on these studies, by scientists, 

through NWO, which is in fact part of the Ministry of Science. 

 

With a slightly different view of the universe / universe-spherical-shell (Figures 36a – 36e 

Document G8), there appears to be no form of ‘dark’ matter or ‘dark’ energy! The current 

deficits in the balance sheets in 2019 are the result of an incorrect image formation regarding:  

1) the macrostructure of the universe as balloon, 2) the behavior and properties of photons and 

3) the physical origin of gravity and therefore the origin of gravitational energy. 

 

Currently, Science has no plausible image of the beginning of the universe. No one is able to 

outline the entire past nor future of this universe, let alone to present the cycle of the universe 

as elaborated on by the author in Documents G7 & G8 English. 

 

These visions published on the website www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu are sometimes at odds with 

the principles in the research that is being conducted under the direction and responsibility of 

top scientists from the KNAW (Royal Dutch Academy Science) and associated universities 

and institutes and financed by the Ministry of Science. 

 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Scientists are often aware of these documents on the website www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu. They 

avoid contact and refuse to cooperate in the realization of the mathematical model of the 

universe and its energy-neutral cycle. This fundamental and essential project / tool for Science 

is being silenced and smothered. 

Since 1985 until today, the author has  spent around 40 thousand hours of work and has spent 

thousands of Euros of his own (pension)money on the realization, elaboration and 

presentation of these visions. 
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* 7) CONCLUSIONS: 

 

-) Macro vision universe: 

1) Based on the Big Bang theory, the universe started from one point on all sides. As a result 

the present observable universe should, in any case, be in the form of a universe-spherical-

shell / balloon that is completely flat and no more than one galaxy thick. That universe-

spherical-shell / USS is now occupied with tens of billions of galaxies distributed over, an 

estimated, 4 – 20 million almost identical clusters, each comprising 2 - 4 thousand galaxies. 

 

2) In the USS there is an extremely low concentration of pure hydrogen between the galaxies. 

Within all galaxies  the gas pressure is extremely low and there is a virtual vacuum consisting 

of a mix of hydrogen, helium an lithium atoms, ions / molecules. An absolute vacuum space 

applies both inside and outside of this universe-spherical-shell. 

 

3) Throughout the universe-spherical-shell the same universe-clock time (UCT), which moves 

linearly, applies with respect to the center C of the universe. This universe clock time is 

curved to the same extent as the space designed by matter and kinetic energy. The space time, 

matter and kinetic energy of this universe-spherical-shell are twisted and always remain a 

perfect spherical curve. 

 

-) EM radiation, particle radiation (cosmic radiation) and shock waves, gravitational 

energy move exclusively through the universe-spherical-shell; 100% closed universe: 

4) Neutrinos, photons (light and infra-red), cosmic particle radiation and shock waves of 

gravitational energy can only travel via these extremely low concentrations of hydrogen,  

helium and lithium atoms / molecules that are only present in the universe-spherical-shell. 

 

5) All forms of electromagnetic radiation and particle radiation can only move through the 

perfectly curved space time of matter in the universe-spherical-shell. As a result, the universe 

/ the universe-spherical-shell forms a 100% closed system for all mass / matter and kinetic 

energy related radiation under all circumstances during the entire cycle of the universe that 

lasts approximately 2 - 3 trillion (1012) years or more. 

 

-) Deflection of light and EM radiation result in distorted images from the universe: 

6) All the virtual information from the universe / universe-spherical-shell reaches the earth 

through extremely low concentrations of hydrogen, helium and lithium present in the curved 

space-time of the universe-spherical-shell. The deflection of photons and particles is 

estimated at 1 degree per 10 - 40 thousand lightyears. 

 

7) This minimal deflection of all forms of light and infra-red radiation provides beautiful 

images but at the same time results in (strongly) distorted virtual images from the universe 

that are supplied and collected via the universe-spherical-shell. We observe the universe 

exclusively through the, at the most one galaxy thick, curved universe-spherical-shell and the 

light hours – light days thick universe-spherical-shell of pure hydrogen present between the 

galaxies and mix of H2, He and Li inside galaxies (Figure 36r)! 

 

-) Universe grows slower instead of faster: 

8) Light travels exclusively through the globular shell-shaped universe that continues to 

expand uniformly on all sides at around 450 km/s. However, looking through that curved 

space time, the current universe / universe-spherical-shell seems to be visually expanding ever 
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faster. The fact that it seems that the universe as a whole is expanding faster and faster is 

unfortunately entirely based on an optical illusion. This illusion is the result of differences in 

the direction of the movements of planet Earth and the observed objects in the universe / 

universe-spherical-shell and faster and faster expanding in the past. (Figures 36a - 36e and in 

particular 36d Document G8). 

 

9) The universe / the universe-spherical-shell does not expand faster. Gravity slows down the 

expansion of the universe / the universe-spherical-shell. Due to gravity the universe-spherical-

shell expands slower and slower!  

The spherical shape of the universe and the curved orbits of all forms of electromagnetic and 

particle radiation, such as photons and neutrinos, completely mislead scientists and Science! 

 

-) Only gravity and time can enter and bridge the absolute 100% vacuum space: 

10) Only non-electromagnetic forms of ‘radiation’ such as gravity and time can directly 

bridge the absolute empty 100% vacuum inner space and outer space of the universe. Gravity 

and time do that with speeds >> than the speed of light c, possibly even at infinitely high 

speeds. Through gravity, all matter (atoms) present in the universe is constantly and 

continuously connected. Gravity and time leave the universe instantaneously and at the very 

same moment! 

Gravity and time do not have any consequences for the mass / matter and energy balances of 

the universe! 

   

-) No factor cos α in the gravity formulas of Einstein and Newton: 

11) Due to the spherical shape of the universe, a factor cos α must be added to Newton and 

Einstein's gravitational formulas. With this factor cos α added there is 5 - 7 x more gravity 

present in the universe / the universe-spherical-shell than assumed currently (2019). 

Accordingly therefore also  5 - 7 x as much mass / matter and kinetic energy in the universe 

than is being thought / measured in 2019. The ‘dark’ mass / matter problem is therefore 

completely solved. The search for ‘dark’ mass / matter is in vain. It is a complete waste of 

effort, time and money! 

 

-) Since the formation of hydrogen, galaxies are rotating around their axis faster and 

faster: 

12) For approximately 30 billion years, gravity has been slowing down the expansion of the 

universe-spherical-shell. The released energy is converted into the rotational speed of galaxies 

that therefore rotate much faster than might be expected on the basis of the 13.8 billion years 

of the Big Bang theory. The observed and measured rotational speeds are the natural and 

correct speeds. These large rotational speeds do not have anything to do with ‘dark’ matter 

nor with ‘dark’ energy! 

 

-) Gravitational energy is missing in the energy balance of the universe: 

13) The sphere-shell shape of the universe / universe-spherical-shell is linked to a) a gigantic 

amount of gravitational energy relative to center C and b) 8 - 10 forms of gravitational 

energy within the universe-spherical-shell itself.  

In 2019, this gigantic amount of gravitational energy in the universe is not recognized and not 

taken into account when drawing up the energy balance of the universe. 

 

14) Taking into account these 9 - 11 forms of gravitational energy which are currently 

distinguished, the problem of ‘dark’ energy is also completely solved. 
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-) Mathematical model of the universe and its cycle: 

15) A mathematical (quantum) model can be made of the universe and its cycle. Such a model 

will result in correct balances for both mass / matter and for kinetic / gravitational energy. 

With such a model a qualitative and quantitative universe can be sketched from the very first 

to the very last second of the cycle of the universe, in other words. from both the entire past 

and the entire future of the universe! 

 

16) With such a model it is also possible to determine the qualitative and quantitative limits 

of: a) mass / matter, b) kinetic energy, c) space (radius of the universe in billions of 

lightyears) d) time (billions of years) and e) gravity / gravitational energy. 

 

-) The universe is without ‘dark’ energy and ‘dark’ mass / matter: 

17) The universe / the universe-spherical-shell itself is absolutely without ‘dark’ mass / matter 

and without ‘dark’ energy. 

 

18) Millions of Euros are spent annually studying ‘dark’ mass / matter and ‘dark’ energy. This 

is an absolute waste of money. 

 

-) A mathematical modeling and quantification of the universe and its cycle is needed: 

19) The money can be spent more efficiently and more effectively on the mathematical 

modeling and quantifying of the cycle of the universe. Such a mathematical model will 

provide a basic and practical daily tool for all astronomers and astrophysicists involved. It will 

create clarity about both the start and the end of the universe / the cycle of the universe. 

 

20) A mathematical (quantum) model will save millions of Euros every year. 

 

 

A.P.B. Uiterwijk Winkel MSc 

Document G12 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu 
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APPENDIX: CYCLE OF THE UNIVERSE IN BRIEF: 

 

The entire cycle of the universe cycle of (now) 29 steps is described in qualitative detail in 

Documents (English) G7 (255 p) & G8 (now 125 figures) www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu.A 

quantitative interpretation of the universe and its cycle is only possible after mathematical 

(quantum) modeling. Following,  is a greatly condensed version with the essences of the cycle 

of the universe: 

 

-) Steps 1 - 4: The start of the universe with a super cold Little Bang at 0 Kelvin: 

The current cycle of the universe started some 40 - 45 billion years ago with a super-cold 

Little Bang at 0 Kelvin! See Document G6 & figures 1 - 30 Document G8. In the preceding 

period, gravity had collected all 4 - 20 million central cluster blackholes containing all the 

mass, matter and kinetic energy of the universe / universe-spherical-shell and merged them 

into one large Little Bang blackhole with a radius of approximately 25 - 50 million km! 

 

That Little Bang blackhole consisted entirely of blackhole atoms ≥ Be. They were originally 

normal atoms. With extremely high external pressure and the formation of van der Waals / 

London bonds within the electron shells of the normal atoms, the electron shells collapse to 

close to the atomic nucleus. Document F1e. With the collapse of the electron shells, normal 

atoms shrink into blackhole atoms. That shrinking can only take place with normal elements 

of the periodic table with at least two electron pairs! The transition to blackhole atoms is only 

possible with the elements ≥ beryllium / Be. 

Under extremely high pressure, the electron shells of normal atoms ≥ collapse close to the 

atomic nucleus into blackhole atoms. The smallest elements H, He and Li lack these two 

required electron pairs. The three smallest elements can therefore not be transformed into 

blackhole atoms, no matter how high the external pressure is. (So inside extreme big stars a 

blackhole may be present) 

  

During the collapse of the electron shells, the speed of these ‘shell’ electrons increases to 

close to the speed of light c. This speed makes all blackhole atoms extremely unstable. 

Blackhole atoms are only possible inside blackholes. 

 

The electron shells of blackhole atoms repel each other through both charge and magnetic 

spin and in a gas. Blackhole atoms only remain stable and together as long as a blackhole / 

compressed celestial body generates enough gravity that suppresses this gigantic mutual 

electrical and magnetic repulsion. 

 

The author names this minimum required gravity protection of a blackhole as Critical 

blackhole gravity (Cribhgra). Cribhgra is defined as the smallest possible blackhole / 

compressed celestial body with a radius of approximately 4 - 5 km that rotates at the speed of 

light c around its axis. Cribhgra is both a minimal energetic measure and a gravitational lower 

limit of the smallest possible blackhole. (Cribhgra can be deduced theoretically) 

 

Below Cribhgra a blackhole at 0 Kelvin first falls apart into loose blackhole atoms. The 

blackhole atoms then further disintegrate into an equal number of separate protons and 

electrons. (No E = mc2!). See Documents G6 & F1e. 

 

At the final point of the formation of the gigantic Little Bang blackhole, all speed and with it 

all gravity and all gravitational energy disappear in the universe. Due to the loss of gravity, 
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this Little Bang blackhole with a radius of 25 - 50 million km finally reaches its Cribhgra! At 

Cribgra, the Little Bang blackhole falls apart immediately into unstable blackhole atoms that 

further disintegrate into an equal number of single protons and electrons with only their 

elementary forces: 1) electrical charge and 2) magnetic spin. After the Little Bang gravity is 

absent completely! 

These elementary forces ensure that the protons and electrons organize themselves into mono-

layers of protons and electrons. Figures 19 - 28 Document G8. 

 

 

-) Step 5: The expansion of the universe without atoms, without gravity / gravitational 

energy and without inflation: 

Within the system of mono-layer protons / electrons, there is a tremendous mutual electrical 

and magnetic repulsion / spring tension. During a period of 5 - 10 billion years, the system of 

mono-layers of protons / electrons expands by approximately ⅓ - ½ of the speed of light c. 

Without atoms and therefore without gravity and therefore without gravitational energy as 

well! 

In the billions of years, both the mutual distances between the protons and electrons and the 

distances between the mono-layers increase in such a way that at the same moment 

throughout the entire USS, every proton captures its own ‘shell’-electron and thereby 

transform into a hydrogen atom!  

 

-) Step 6: Formation of hydrogen, gravity and gravitational energy: 

After 5 - 10 billion years of expansion without atoms and gravity, only the hydrogen atom / 

molecule is formed at 0 Kelvin. With the hydrogen atom / molecule, among other things, 

gravity and gravitational energy return into the universe / the universe-spherical-shell. With 

hydrogen, a huge amount of gravitational energy is added to the universe-spherical-shell 

relative to center C.  

This gravitational energy comes from nowhere and is added to the cycle of the universe 

completely free of charge! The gravitational energy is fully utilized again during the cycle. 

This amount of gravitational energy forms an important part of the so-called ‘dark’ energy 

currently being sought after. 

 

-) Steps 7 - 15: Gravity results in billions of superhot hydrogen spheres with nuclear 

fusion: 

 

The universe-spherical-shell of hydrogen gas cools down to the condensation point of 

hydrogen. At that moment, the gas pressure disappears almost completely and with it the 

entropy. Now gravity overrules entropy! Gravity then ensures the formation of billions of 

gigantic spheres with pure liquid hydrogen. In time, it is transformed into rotating plasma-

shaped hydrogen spheres via mutual collisions. Gravity holds these plasma balls together. The 

collisions between these large hydrogen balls can be measured using LIGO / VIRGO 

techniques! In the USS this process started about 30 billion years ago.  

In addition, the universe-spherical-shell is divided into an estimated 4 - 20 million identical 

facet / cluster areas, each filled with 2 - 4 thousand equal and increasingly larger, hotter 

rotating pure hydrogen plasma balls / spheres each with the amount of hydrogen of billions of 

stars. 

 

Each of the identical hydrogen orbs simultaneously results into a spontaneous fusion / its own 

Big Bang and then results into one galaxy. During these Big Bangs, the fusion process gets 

out of hand immediately. This results in the formation of the central blackhole and the 2 - 4 
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spiral arms of the galaxy. The billions of galaxies started at the same moment than the 

superhot Big Bang. 

The Big Bangs of galaxies are described in step 16 of the cycle of the universe cycle 

Document G7 and in Figures 42 - 54 of Document G8. 

The Big Bangs of galaxies took place around 20 – 25 billion years ago. Because the photons 

and neutrinos are transformed into protons, electrons and new hydrogen and new stars within 

13,8 billion years, these Big Bangs are not visible. It took at least 13.8 billion years before all 

photons were transformed into protons / electrons and the USS could cool down.  

 

Through further improved LIGO / VIRGO techniques, shock waves of gravitational energy 

can be made visible up to a maximum of around 30 billion lightyears ago. With LIGO 

techniques you can look back in time, space and history up to 30 billion years ago of the 

universe or around ⅔ of the total history! 

That is until the period prior to these Big Bangs of galaxies. It is much further back in time 

than the current 13.8 billion years that is possible through light and infra-red (EM) radiation! 

 

The cycle of the universe and Little Bang however started around 40 - 45 billion years ago. 

The first 10 - 15 billion years of this cycle are technically out of the picture. No techniques 

can be developed for that either. This first Berry period of the universe or approximately ⅓ of 

the history can only be entered through mathematical modeling of the cycle of the universe! 

 

Step 16: Big Bangs as the start of galaxies: 

About 15 - 20 billion years after the Little Bang and about 20 - 25 billion years ago, in all the 

hundreds of billions of hydrogen plasma balls, nuclear fusion starts simultaneously, each 

resulting in its own Big Bang and the start of one galaxy. With these nuclear fusion reactions, 

only the elements of the periodic table are formed (Document F1d). During that fusion or 

billions of Big Bangs, both the central blackhole of the galaxy is formed and the 2 - 4 spiral 

arms of the later galaxy are formed from 2 - 4 side hydrogen spheres / Roemers. This is 

elaborated on and shown in Figures 42 - 54 Document G8 English. 

During the nuclear fusion / Big Bangs, the ‘shell’-electrons are bonded to the atomic nucleus. 

This means that part of the gravity and the associated gravitational energy disappeared during 

those Big Bangs! 

 

During the billions of Big Bangs, the vast majority of the hydrogen (> 80%) in those 

hydrogen spheres escapes nuclear fusion. The hydrogen and hydrogen in the 2 to 4 hydrogen  

spheres / Roemers evaporate as well as a part of the fused material up to uranium and beyond 

into plasma and is blown away with these Big Bangs as future spiral arms of the galaxy. All 

material stays inside the universe-spherical-shell and therefore escapes the blackhole of the 

galaxy being formed and  under construction. Figures 42 - 54 Document G8 English. 

This material, together with a small proportion of highly fused radioactive material, ends up 

in the 2 - 4 spiral arms that are formed from these 2 - 4 Roemers. Billions of stars and their 

planets and moons later form around this fused and accumulated gravitational radioactive 

material. 

 

Steps 17 - 23: Formation of galaxies: 

Within all galaxies, under the influence of gravity and through the  cooling of hydrogen to 

condensation point, billions of prototype stars are formed with 1 - 10 planets and their moons 

around them. Kuiper belts and Oort clouds can be expected around most stars, a wide variety 

of star shapes and sizes and accompanying planets and moons. 
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The sole purpose of stars is to fuse hydrogen, helium and lithium into beryllium and higher 

thus into material that is acceptable for blackholes! All radiation emitted must also be 

converted into protons, electrons, new hydrogen and then subjected to nuclear fusion in new 

stars and thus made suitable for inclusion in a blackhole. 

 

The universe only became visible to us from 13.8 billion years ago and about 5 – 10 billion 

years after these Big Bangs. In the universe / universe-spherical-shell, over a period of 13.8 

billion years, all neutrinos and photons of light and infra-red are now being transformed into 

protons, electrons, hydrogen and new stars. This information is lost forever.  

Via electromagnetic radiation, we cannot look back further than 13.8 billion lightyears. The 

older period of the universe or ⅔ of the history is present but lies behind the ‘event’ horizon 

of the universe. Currently (2019),  Science is trying to cram that unobservable period of 

around 30 – 35 billion years into a timeframe of just 380,000 years! 

 

Step 23: The present: 

We are just at the beginning of step 23. The aim of step 23 is: 

a) To fuse all H, He and Li into stars and via supernova explosions to ≥ Be and to atoms that 

are acceptable for blackholes. All neutrinos, photons and particle radiation must also be 

transformed back into protons, electrons, hydrogen, and star-fused to Be or higher. 

b) All stars, planets and their moons in the galaxies must be completely incorporated into the 

central blackhole of the galaxy. 

c) In all clusters, the 2 - 4 thousand galaxies present must merge into one central super-heavy 

cluster blackhole such as M85 and M87 of which there are hundreds of thousands to millions 

of units throughout the USS. (LIGO / VIRGO get very busy!) 

Only in case that it is realized, in about 350 - 450 billion years, the expansion of the universe / 

the universe-spherical-shell will end. 

 

Step 24: The end of the  expansion: 

In 350 - 450 billion years, step 23 will come to an end. In all clusters, all EM radiation will 

disappear and be converted into hydrogen. All hydrogen, helium and lithium have been 

converted into beryllium and higher via nuclear fusion into stars and via supernova 

explosions. All matter of the cluster and of 2 - 4 the thousand galaxies is then trapped and 

locked up in the central cluster blackhole. All EM radiation, particle radiation is also 

transformed into blackhole matter. The universe / the universe-spherical-shell has definitely 

become obscure. 

About 500 billion years after the Little Bang, gravity has reduced the expansion rate of the 

universe-spherical-shell to zero. All central cluster blackholes are the same size and rotate at 

the same, then maximum, speed of ⅓ – ½ of the speed of light c around their axis. All axes of 

rotation are then precisely aligned with the center C of the universe. 

 

Step 25: Contraction of the USS with 4 - 20 million identical cluster blackholes: 

Under the influence of gravity, the universe-spherical-shell of super-heavy clusters of 

blackholes shrink during the next 2 - 3 trillion (1012) years towards center C. The shrinking / 

contraction of the universe-spherical-shell is at the expense of the rotational speed that was 

caused by slowing down the expansion rate of the universe-spherical-shell by gravity. 

The rotational speed of the central cluster of blackholes is opposite to the contraction speed. 

The contraction of the universe-spherical-shell happens at the expense of the rotational speed 

of the cluster of blackholes. 

Through the coordination of gravity, the universe-spherical-shell shrinks further and further 

and this spherical-shell always retains a perfect sphere / balloon. Due to the decrease in the 
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rotational speed, the corresponding rotational gravity also decreases. As a result, the universe-

spherical-shell shrinks very quietly at around 100 - 150 km/s without any form of Big Crunch. 

 

Just before the cluster blackholes touch each other they are completely stripped of their 

rotational speed. Then only the shrinking speed and associated gravity remain. Enough to stay 

above the critical blackhole gravitation or Cribhgra.  

This is a critical moment in the cycle of the universe. 

 

Subsequently, the millions of cluster blackholes merge into one perfectly round orb of 

blackhole matter. It shrinks further and further towards center C. 

   

 

Step 29: The next Little Bang: 

In the final phase, the contraction speed of the perfectly round Little Bang blackhole, to be 

formed, continues to decrease. This means that the last remaining form of gravity / 

gravitational energy also continue to decline. The Little Bang blackhole with a radius of 25 - 

50 million km is heading ever further towards the Critical blackhole gravity (Cribhgra). 

Cribhgra is achieved the moment the hollow space of the Little Bang blackhole is just not 

completely filled with blackhole matter. In the Little Bang blackhole, Cribhgra is reached 

everywhere at exactly the same time because gravity moves at infinitely high speed! 

 

Then the Little Bang takes place and the blackhole at 0 Kelvin falls into apart again into 

mono-layers of protons / electrons in 4 steps. Then the next cycle of the universe starts 

immediately. This cycle of 29 steps is settled energy-neutral and repeats itself endlessly. It 

always happens via exactly the same cycle and in almost exactly the same way and same 

period of time. 

 

Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands, during the heat waves in July / August 2019. 

Berry Uiterwijk Winkel 
 


